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Introduction {#jdi12823-sec-0001}
============

Cardiovascular disease is a shared clinical consequence of sleep‐disordered breathing and type 2 diabetes, and the prevalence of both is higher in older and/or more obese populations[1](#jdi12823-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}.

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is characterized by repeating partial or complete obstruction of the upper airway during sleep, which leads to cyclic episodes of hypoxemia and normoxemia, as well as reduction in intrathoracic pressure. These repeated episodes lead to various pathophysiological conditions, such as intermittent hypoxia, sleep restriction and sleep fragmentation, resulting in sympathetic neural activation, systemic inflammation, oxidative stress loading and changes in hormonal systems (Figure [1](#jdi12823-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Changes in hormonal systems include the activation of the hypothalamic--pituitary adrenal axis and changes in adipokine profiles, both of which usually lead to fat accumulation and obesity[1](#jdi12823-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}. Using animal models, Zhang *et al*.[2](#jdi12823-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} and Xu *et al*.[3](#jdi12823-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} established that intermittent hypoxia causes insulin resistance to deteriorate. Conversely, several reports have shown that diabetes affects central respiratory control, and is thus thought to promote OSA. These mechanisms suggest that sleep‐disordered breathing and type 2 diabetes are associated, independent of aging and obesity.

![Pathophysiological pathway between obstructive sleep apnea and diabetes. CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure; HPA, hypothalamic--pituitary adrenal axis; IH, intermittent hypoxia; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea.](JDI-9-991-g001){#jdi12823-fig-0001}

In the current review, we present and discuss the epidemiological data regarding the association between OSA and diabetes, and the effect of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) on diabetes.

Association between OSA and type 2 diabetes: evidence from observational studies {#jdi12823-sec-0002}
================================================================================

OSA and type 2 diabetes {#jdi12823-sec-0003}
-----------------------

The association between OSA and type 2 diabetes was examined either in clinical settings or in epidemiological cohorts. OSA severity was shown to be positively associated with the incidence of type 2 diabetes, independent of adiposity, during 12.8 years (median) of follow up in a subpopulation (*n* = 1,453) who were participants of both the Sleep Heart Health Studies (SHHS) and Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities study[4](#jdi12823-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}. Multivariable adjusted hazard ratios (HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of developing diabetes were 0.94 (0.70--1.27) for mild (5.0 ≤ apnea--hypopnea index \[AHI\] ≤ 14.9), 1.28 (0.89--1.84) for moderate (15.0 ≤ AHI ≤ 29.9) and 1.71 (1.08--2.71) for severe OSA (AHI ≥ 30), compared with a non‐OSA population (AHI \< 5). The latest meta‐analysis of the SHHS--Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities study and nine other studies found that the crude and adjusted pooled relative risks were 1.62 (1.45--1.80) and 1.35 (1.27--1.47), respectively[1](#jdi12823-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}. These 10 studies present convincing evidence that patients with OSA are more likely to develop type 2 diabetes, regardless of their age and body mass index (BMI) level.

The potential impact of OSA and well‐known risk factors, including adiposity, family history of diabetes and low physical activity, on diabetes risk have been compared, by determination of pooled estimates from different studies: the pooled relative risk of OSA in relation to type 2 diabetes is comparable with that of low physical activity, suggesting that treatment of OSA is crucial for diabetes prevention[5](#jdi12823-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}.

OSA has also been recognized as a comorbidity of type 2 diabetes, because it is more prevalent in diabetes patients than in non‐diabetics. In the SHHS, a pooled study of multiple population‐based cohorts in the USA, the prevalence of mild OSA (5 ≤ AHI \< 15) and moderate‐to‐severe OSA (AHI ≥ 15) was 33.9% and 23.8%, respectively, in patients with self‐reported diabetes, but 27.0% and 15.6% in non‐diabetics, respectively[6](#jdi12823-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}. Several studies published after the SHHS also confirmed that OSA was more prevalent in diabetes patients, and overall OSA prevalence exceeded 50%. Furthermore, patients with more severe OSA were more likely to have diabetes[1](#jdi12823-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}. These data clearly show that OSA and diabetes are associated, independent of aging and obesity.

Snoring and type 2 diabetes {#jdi12823-sec-0004}
---------------------------

Snoring is caused by airflow through a narrowing upper airway, and is considered as a surrogate marker of OSA[7](#jdi12823-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}. The evidence is increasing that snoring alone is a strong predictor of end‐organ morbidity. In a meta‐analysis of cross‐sectional studies, the odds ratio (OR) and 95% CI of diabetes mellitus in snorers compared with non‐snorers was 1.37 (1.20--1.57), although it is likely there are also sex‐specific differences[8](#jdi12823-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}.

Although snoring is easy to assess using self‐reports, only two prospective studies have shown an association between snoring and the incidence of type 2 diabetes[9](#jdi12823-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jdi12823-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. In the Nurses\' Health Study of 69,852 USA women, the multivariable‐adjusted HR (95% CI) of developing type 2 diabetes was 1.41 (1.22--1.63) for occasional snorers and 2.03 (1.71--2.40) for habitual snorers[9](#jdi12823-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}. Among 2,504 Swedish men, obese individuals with or without habitual snoring, but not non‐obese snorers, had a higher risk of type 2 diabetes compared with non‐obese and non‐snoring individuals[10](#jdi12823-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}. The Cardiovascular Health Study showed that OSA symptoms, including daytime sleepiness, observed apnea and bothersome snoring, were associated with higher levels of fasting glucose, 2‐h glucose and lower insulin sensitivity, depending on the number of symptoms observed[11](#jdi12823-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}. In addition, the number of OSA symptoms observed was linearly associated with incident type 2 diabetes, independent of known risk factors, such as BMI and waist circumference; the multivariable‐adjusted HRs (95% CI) of developing type 2 diabetes during the 10‐year study period were 1.34 (0.98--1.84) for those with a single OSA symptom, and 2.00 (1.35--2.98) for those with multiple OSA symptoms.

Questionnaire‐based snoring reports might have some limitations. For example, incomplete or incorrect data might be obtained from individuals who sleep alone, or whose cohabitants do not notice snoring behavior. Therefore, further studies investigating objective indices for snoring and the incidence of diabetes are essential.

Effects of CPAP therapy among non‐diabetic OSA patients: evidence from clinical trials {#jdi12823-sec-0005}
======================================================================================

Glucose metabolism {#jdi12823-sec-0006}
------------------

Chin *et al*.[12](#jdi12823-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} provided the first evidence regarding the effect of CPAP on carbohydrate metabolism. Among 22 obese patients with severe OSA, although 6 months of CPAP treatment did not change fasting glucose levels, glucose levels during the oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) decreased significantly. However, these changes were only significant in patients who experienced weight loss during the treatment period[12](#jdi12823-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, which suggests that the effect of CPAP therapy on glucose metabolism might be dependent on bodyweight. Henley *et al*.[13](#jdi12823-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} also showed that CPAP is effective in treating glucose tolerance, especially in obese patients with severe OSA; in a study comparing the OGTT response in 15 obese men with newly‐diagnosed severe OSA, fasting glucose levels, as well as the corresponding areas under the curve, were significantly reduced after CPAP treatment for 3 months. These data suggest that the therapeutic effects of CPAP on OSA‐accompanied type 2 diabetes is stronger in obese patients.

There is little evidence based on randomized controlled trials (RCTs) regarding the effect of CPAP on the fasting glucose levels of non‐diabetic OSA patients. In a randomized cross‐over trial (*n* = 50), 8‐week CPAP therapy did not significantly improve fasting and 2‐h post‐prandial glucose levels measured by OGTT[14](#jdi12823-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}. No effect on fasting glucose levels after 1 week[15](#jdi12823-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} or 6 weeks of CPAP treatment[16](#jdi12823-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} has been shown. In addition, Sivam *et al*. found no differences in fasting glucose levels or the amount and distribution of subcutaneous and visceral fat in patients with moderate‐to‐severe OSA (*n* = 27) who were treated with CPAP for 8 weeks, compared with those who received sham CPAP[17](#jdi12823-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}. These results suggested that longer CPAP use might be necessary to elicit a response. The effect of CPAP therapy on glucose metabolism appears after long‐term treatment, not during short‐term intervention, which was confirmed in the most recent trial by Hoyos *et al*.[18](#jdi12823-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, reporting that CPAP treatment for 12 weeks failed to improve fasting glucose levels in non‐diabetic men with moderate‐to‐severe OSA who did not receive CPAP (*n* = 65) compared with the control group.

As blood glucose levels have large within‐day and between‐day variation largely depending on dietary intake, the glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) level reflecting the mean blood glucose levels in 2--3 months might be better to use as a long‐term and stable measure of glucose metabolism. Nevertheless, there is limited information available regarding the effect of CPAP on HbA1c in non‐diabetic OSA patients. Although some authors did not identify any such effect, other observational studies have detected some promising results. A pre--post comparing study[19](#jdi12823-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} showed that CPAP treatment for 3--5 months lowered HbA1c (mean ± standard deviation) from 6.47 ± 0.67% to 6.28 ± 0.51% (*P* = 0.038) in 12 patients with severe OSA. However, just six patients in that small study had HbA1c levels within the abnormal range, which could lead to underestimation of the true impact of CPAP treatment on such patients. Two further studies, with slightly larger sample sizes and longer follow‐up periods (6 months), confirmed that the effect of CPAP on HbA1c is restricted to patients with good CPAP adherence (≥4 h/night)[20](#jdi12823-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jdi12823-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}.

Insulin resistance and sensitivity {#jdi12823-sec-0007}
----------------------------------

Reducing insulin resistance is essential for improving glucose metabolism, so that glucose homeostasis can be maintained by comparatively lower insulin levels. However, the findings regarding the effect of CPAP were inconsistent on fasting insulin levels alone[12](#jdi12823-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jdi12823-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jdi12823-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#jdi12823-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#jdi12823-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jdi12823-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}. The effect of CPAP on insulin resistance has been evaluated in observational studies using a hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp and the homeostatic model assessment (HOMA) index.

Although several observational studies aimed at examining the non‐glucose response, such as fat accumulation, endothelial function, lipid metabolism and appetite‐regulating hormones through several months of CPAP in OSA patients, none of these studies detected an effect of CPAP on insulin resistance[23](#jdi12823-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jdi12823-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#jdi12823-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jdi12823-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}. In a pre--post comparison within an individuals through 6 months of CPAP treatment, improvements in insulin resistance were not found, as well as changes in serum levels of leptin, adiponectin and resistin, but change in bodyweight was the main determinant of insulin resistance in obese OSA patients[27](#jdi12823-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}. As weight gain during intervention was reported by some patients with increasing insulin resistance in that study, minimizing the impact of confounding factors is very important to examine the effect of CPAP therapy on insulin resistance.

Although these negative results existed, Harsch *et al*.[28](#jdi12823-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} first reported the beneficial effect of CPAP treatment on insulin sensitivity measured with the hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp, which is considered as the gold standard for the measurement of insulin sensitivity. In patients with moderate‐to‐severe OSA (*n* = 40), insulin sensitivity increased significantly after 2 days, and remained stable after 3 months of CPAP treatment[28](#jdi12823-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}. In addition, a smaller improvement in insulin sensitivity was found among obese patients than among non‐obese patients, suggesting that obesity is also an important determinant of insulin resistance, similar to the previous studies with negative findings. In a recent study carried out by De Lima *et al*.[29](#jdi12823-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} using the HOMA index as an indicator of insulin resistance, CPAP treatment for 2 months reduced insulin resistance in moderate‐to‐severe OSA patients. Furthermore, they observed that the HOMA index was positively associated with AHI and superoxide production, and inversely associated with nitrite and nitrate levels, thus corroborating the role of oxidative stress in OSA‐induced increases in insulin resistance.

Other observational studies estimated the changes in insulin resistance in response to CPAP therapy and identified related factors. A population‐based investigation by Lindberg *et al*.[22](#jdi12823-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} of less‐symptomatic participants with an AHI of 10/h showed that the HOMA index was reduced after CPAP treatment for 3 weeks. Patruno *et al*.[30](#jdi12823-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} also emphasized the importance of optimal apnea--hypopnea reversion in improving insulin resistance: patients treated with the standard CPAP titration for 3 months not only achieved better levels of correction of OSA (as evaluated using the AHI) and oxygen desaturation index (ODI), but also showed a greater reduction in the HOMA index, than patients treated with auto‐adjusting CPAP.

Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) is an important symptom of OSA through sleep fragmentation, and might modify the impact of CPAP therapy on insulin resistance[31](#jdi12823-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jdi12823-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. Barceló *et al*.[31](#jdi12823-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} reported that CPAP treatment for 3 months reduced the HOMA index in OSA patients with EDS, but did not in those without. This finding possibly corroborates the importance of sleep fragmentation in the development of insulin resistance in OSA patients. In addition, sleep fragmentation is also associated with EDS[32](#jdi12823-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}. Another case--control study concurs with these results[33](#jdi12823-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, but some cross‐sectional studies did not detect differences in metabolic abnormalities between patients with and without EDS[34](#jdi12823-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#jdi12823-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}. Therefore, further investigations are required to determine whether EDS itself is associated with insulin resistance independently of OSA.

Due to the well‐known limitations of observational studies, the effect of CPAP on insulin resistance in OSA patients without diabetes has also been investigated in RCTs. In a trial involving 34 patients with moderate‐to‐severe OSA treated for 6 weeks with therapeutic or sham CPAP[16](#jdi12823-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, the HOMA index did not significantly change in the therapeutic group (*P* = 0.08). The negative findings could be caused by the small sample size, the moderate level of CPAP adherence (3.9 h/night) and the low sensitivity to change of the HOMA index. Later, Lam *et al*.[15](#jdi12823-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} carried out a similar RCT with 61 men with moderate‐to‐severe OSA and no significant comorbidities who were given therapeutic or sham CPAP treatment. They found that good CPAP adherence (6.2 h/night) for a week improved insulin sensitivity, as evaluated using the short insulin tolerance test[15](#jdi12823-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}. Furthermore, this effect persisted until 3 months later in patients with a BMI of 25--34.9 kg/m^2^.

Hoyos *et al*.[18](#jdi12823-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} reaffirmed that prolonged treatment was required to achieve an effect on glucose metabolism. No effect of CPAP on the OGTT‐evaluated insulin sensitivity of moderate‐to‐severe OSA patients was detected after treatment for 12 weeks, whereas patients who continued treatment for another 3 months experienced improved OGTT‐evaluated insulin sensitivity, but no improvement in the HOMA index[18](#jdi12823-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}. Similarly, data from the USA and Australia suggest that CPAP might only have a beneficial effect on glucose tolerance in individuals with severe OSA[14](#jdi12823-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, or on insulin sensitivity after prolonged utilization[30](#jdi12823-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}.

In a hospital‐based trial recruiting 391 non‐EDS patients with OSA defined by ODI, auto‐adjusting CPAP for 6 months did not affect the HOMA index compared with standard care[36](#jdi12823-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}. This trial might possibly be affected by very low CPAP adherence (2.9 h/night). Thus, the authors of this trial recommended careful interpretation of these results.

The studies carried out to date on the effect of CPAP on insulin resistance are severely limited due to the use of different diagnostic criteria and experimental designs. Furthermore, many of the clinical trials are not randomized or controlled, and it is thus difficult to draw conclusions from these studies. Therefore, analysis of the global information generated by a meta‐analysis allows for better interpretation.

An initial meta‐analysis of 12 studies (mostly observational and carried out with non‐diabetic OSA patients) showed that CPAP treatment was associated with a reduction in insulin resistance or the HOMA index in non‐diabetic OSA patients[37](#jdi12823-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, but did not affect fasting glucose levels or BMI. Another meta‐analysis, which included only observational studies, confirmed the potential benefits of CPAP treatment (8--24 weeks) on insulin resistance in patients with good CPAP adherence (≥4 h/night), but not in those with poor adherence[38](#jdi12823-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}. This was confirmed by the most recent meta‐analysis, which included only RCTs[39](#jdi12823-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; from a total of five studies featuring 244 non‐diabetic OSA patients (83% men), the pooled estimate of the difference in mean (95% CI) HOMA index for therapeutic CPAP compared with sham CPAP or control groups was 20.4 (20.1--20.8; *P* = 0.02).

From both laboratory experiments and epidemiological data, although OSA is associated with the development of diabetes, CPAP, a primary treatment for OSA, might not significantly improve glucose metabolism and insulin resistance. This disparity might for several reasons. First, good adherence to CPAP therapy is a key factor to achieving the beneficial effect of CPAP therapy on glucose metabolism and insulin resistance, but it might be difficult to achieve such a good adherence for all OSA patients. Second, as obesity, lifestyle and dietary behaviors also contribute to glucose metabolism and insulin resistance (Figure [1](#jdi12823-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), between‐measure variance in blood levels of glucose and insulin could become relatively large, and the effect of CPAP therapy might be less likely to be detectable in a small population. To confirm the impact of OSA on diabetes, further investigations are required.

Impact of OSA on glucose metabolism and insulin resistance in Asian populations {#jdi12823-sec-0008}
===============================================================================

Here, we have reviewed publications regarding the association between OSA and diabetes. Meta‐analysis showed that diabetes is more prevalent among OSA patients, and systematic review showed that more than half of diabetes patients suffer from OSA. A common concern regarding these analyses is the effect of ethnicity‐dependent differences in physical constitution, lifestyle and possibly metabolism. As most of the data reviewed in the present review originated from studies in Western countries, we also focused on some studies carried out in Japan or other Asian nations. One East Asian study was included in the meta‐analysis[1](#jdi12823-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, but there are several others that we have not mentioned. For example, a Japanese cross‐sectional study of 536 men showed that mild OSA, but not moderate or severe OSA, was associated with a higher prevalence of impaired glucose metabolism, with ORs (95% CI) for impaired glucose metabolism of 2.9 (1.80--4.60), 1.2 (0.72--2.10) and 1.58 (0.80--3.00), respectively[40](#jdi12823-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}.

The Circulatory Risk in Communities Study investigated the association between nocturnal intermittent hypoxia as a surrogate marker of OSA and risk of type 2 diabetes in community residents aged 40--69 years (*n* = 4,398). After a median (interquartile range) follow‐up period of 3.0 years (2.9--4.0 years), 210 participants developed diabetes, and the multivariable‐adjusted HR (95% CI) for developing type 2 diabetes was 1.26 (0.91--1.76) among those with mild nocturnal intermittent hypoxia, and 1.69 (1.04--2.76) among those with moderate‐to‐severe nocturnal intermittent hypoxia (*P* = 0.03 for trend)[41](#jdi12823-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}.

In a study carried out in Toon, Japan, the adjusted ORs (95% CI) for impaired fasting glucose, glucose intolerance and diabetes for participants with ODI ≥15.0 events/h were 1.27 (0.72--2.23), 1.69 (1.03--2.76) and 1.28 (0.59--2.79), respectively, compared with participants with ODI \<5 events/h. The HOMA index and Matsuda index, both of which reflect insulin tolerance, were significantly associated with the severity of sleep‐related intermittent hypoxemia, as assessed using ODI (*P* = 0.03 and *P* = 0.007, respectively)[42](#jdi12823-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}.

The association between OSA and diabetes has also been investigated in South Korea, where it was found that habitual snorers showed no increase in baseline fasting glucose or insulin levels, but significant increases in both at 1 and 2 h in the OGTT[43](#jdi12823-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}. Habitual snoring was associated with higher HbA1c, even in non‐obese adults[44](#jdi12823-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}. More precisely, the study found that the ORs (95% CI) of non‐obese patients with moderate‐to‐severe OSA (AHI ≥ 5.0) were 3.15 (1.44--6.90) and 2.24 (1.43--3.50) for impaired glucose tolerance and impaired insulin tolerance, and diabetes, respectively[45](#jdi12823-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}. These data suggest that the association between OSA and diabetes is also present in residents of East Asia, including Japan and South Korea.

The population attributable fraction (PAF), defined by formula (i) assigning RRi with a relative risk for group i compared with the reference group and pi with the proportion of cases in group i to overall cases, is an indicator estimating the contributing effect of exposure on outcome for an overall population[46](#jdi12823-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}. $$\text{PAF} = \sum\text{pi}(\text{RRi} - 1)/(1 + \sum\text{pi}(\text{RRi} - 1))$$

To evaluate the contributing effect of OSA on type 2 diabetes in the Japanese population, we calculated the PAF of 3% ODI levels in relation to incident type 2 diabetes (Figure [2](#jdi12823-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"})[41](#jdi12823-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}. In total, the PAF of OSA for diabetes development is 11.5% (3% ODI ≥5 events/h), suggesting that if OSA were successfully treated in the population, 11.5% of diabetes cases could be prevented.

![Population attributable fraction of obstructive sleep apnea in relation to incident diabetes. Population attributable fraction (PAF) was calculated using data from the Circulatory Risk in Communities Study[41](#jdi12823-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}. ODI, oxygen desaturation index.](JDI-9-991-g002){#jdi12823-fig-0002}

Conclusion {#jdi12823-sec-0009}
==========

In conclusion, both disorders together are a risk for future cardiovascular disease, such as stroke, in which thrombosis is a crucial factor in pathogenesis. In Japan, it has been reported that OSA is also associated with atrial fibrillation, which potentiates a cerebral or cardiac infarction[47](#jdi12823-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}. All clinicians, including those in Asian countries, should thus be aware of the clinical relevance of OSA and diabetes, and of appropriate approaches for diagnosis and therapy. Although CPAP therapy for OSA patients might not prevent diabetes or improve glucose metabolism, to prevent diabetes and subsequent cardiovascular disease, we need to consider improving sleep quality and quantity through OSA treatment in addition to promoting healthy behaviors, such as exercise, diet and smoking cessation.
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